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After becoming a Mom, we women develop a finely
honed set of skills surrounding logistics, multi-tasking,
budget-management, research-gathering, and
organizational efficiency – and typically our family
reaps the benefits of these talents. For our kids, we
make sure they get enough exercise, interact regularly
with friends, take part in a host of enrichment
activities, and see a rotating list of health-care
providers on a regular basis. For ourselves . . . we never
quite seem to have the time.
Choosing the Best Option
We, too, see this pattern emerging as we work to
develop the best orthodontic avenue for our kids.
Moms have become informed, proactive decision-makers – discovering for ourselves that more than
one orthodontic approach exists and that new technologies have emerged that can change the way we
think about braces.
When orthodontists recommend invasive procedures, we make the time to ask questions, see what
other Moms have experienced, and find out about alternatives. We’ve learned to become sound healthcare consumers.
What About Mom?
For many Moms, as we accompany our kids on their orthodontic journey, we begin to think about our
own past experiences. Maybe we never had braces as a teen. Or if we did, we’ve since seen our teeth
and jaw alignment shift over time. While we would easily dip into our savings accounts and rearrange
our schedules and priorities to put our kids in braces, would we ever venture down the braces avenue –
either again or for the first time – for ourselves?
What I’ve learned about the Damon System demonstrates that significant changes have taken place
regarding orthodontics that can help interested Moms begin to re-examine their own smiles.
The Damon System features tieless, virtually invisible brackets, and high-tech archwires that help shift
teeth faster and with less discomfort than traditional braces. Moreover, these braces typically require
fewer office visits and feature a shorter duration overall than the appliances Moms may remember.

While these features would appeal to most time-pressed Moms, the Damon System also offers another
added benefit – the Damon System “Bracelift.” When orthodontists move teeth with the Damon
System, they also have the ability to achieve results that impact the entire face – ranging from a wider
smile to more balanced facial contours – that can offer adults a more refreshed appearance.
Mom Matters
As an entrepreneur and Mom of two college-age kids, I’ve realized over the years that I need to take
care of myself – eat well, get enough sleep, exercise regularly, and make time for friends. And most
importantly, I’ve learned not to feel guilty about it and to work hard not to put everyone else first. While
it seems we never have enough hours in the day to accomplish everything we’d like, we Moms matter.
When we take care of ourselves, put our well being at the top of the list, and prioritize our lives and
health care – everyone benefits.
Tell us how you make time for yourself and any changes you’re considering!
Disclosure: Stacy DeBroff is a paid spokesperson for the Damon System.
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